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Abstract

Purpose Road lighting illuminates road surface and surrounding areas of objects on a road, while car headlights illuminate vertical objects on a road. The goal of the study was to investigate the interaction between road lighting and car headlights at target detection distance.

Method Target detection distances under different road lighting intensities and car headlights were studied with and without glare from an oncoming car. Dimmable high-pressure sodium lamps with three lighting levels 49, 71 and 100% (3557, 5179 and 7252 lm) were used. Test drivers had to detect a small uniform standard target standing vertically on the straight road.

Results In the absence of glare (low beam car headlights), road lighting intensity levels of 100 and 49% provided comparable detection distances, while at 71% of road lighting intensity visibility was the lowest. The target was seen in negative or positive contrast in 100% of road lighting. In 71% of road lighting, the target was detected in positive contrast. While, in 49% of road lighting target was seen in negative contrast. There was a significant difference in detection distances under different road lighting intensities when there was no glare from the oncoming car. The significance main effect was between 49 and 71% of road lighting intensities. In addition, no significant differences in the effect of road lighting intensities could be found under glare from the oncoming car. In the presence of glare from the oncoming car, targets were always in negative contrast. Both road lighting and car headlights are associated with detection distances.

Conclusion The results of these experiments can give new insight to the development of intelligent road lighting considering the combined effect of road lighting and car headlights. The results provide useful insight to dim the lighting in order to save energy without impairing the detection of objects.

Keywords Detection distance · Road lighting · Car headlights · Combined effect · Dimming · Traffic safety

1 Introduction

Road accidents have been ranked in top ten causes of death, accounting for 2.2% of all deaths globally [21]. Such accidents are often caused by a combination of human, roadway, and vehicle factors accounting for 57, 3, and 3%, respectively. The rest is due to interactions between them [2]. One countermeasure factor in the number and severity of road accidents is road lighting [8, 11]. Several studies have indicated that the accident risk is higher at night than during the day [11, 16]. Artificial lighting plays a crucial role in reducing the accident risk. The effect of road lighting on the number of accidents has been studied extensively [8, 11, 19]. A comprehensive review by CIE [8] concluded that road lighting reduces night-time accidents for all road types (rural, urban and freeways, and intersections and interchanges) by 30% on average. However, road lighting consumes a lot of energy. Worldwide, in 2005, 8% of total lighting electricity was consumed by road lighting amounting to about 218 TWh [13].

Perception requires a luminance or colour contrast between target and its background. To create contrast and to provide better visibility and safe driving during night, artificial light by
road lighting or car headlights is needed. Car lights are more effective in illuminating vertical surfaces, whereas road lighting is targeted to the illumination of roads on horizontal or road surface directions [6]. Illuminance on the road is divided into three distinct zones based on illumination by car and road lighting: near, intermediate and distant zones [4, 6]. Car headlights are dominant in the near zone (10 to 40 m from car headlights). The role of both car headlights and road lighting is approximately equal in the intermediate zone (40–60 m from the car), however, the combination of these lights may not be efficient in detecting all objects in this zone. In the far zone (beyond 60 m from the car), road lighting is dominant, increasing the visibility of the road surface at far distances. Road lighting at the distances beyond the range of car headlights improves drivers’ comfort by enhancing the detection of objects in the far zone and allowing the anticipation of road geometry at far distances. Therefore, the role of both car headlights and road lighting is essential in detecting objects on the roads at different distances [4, 6].

The research to date has tended to focus on the efficiency of road lighting and car headlights separately and little is known about the interaction between these two lights [6]. An experimental study by Bacelar [5] indicated that road lighting is sufficient for visibility of targets. Adding car headlights did not improve the visibility of targets on the road. This was explained by a decrease in the contrast between the target area and the road surface due to the cumulative effects of headlights and luminaires. Ekrias et al. [10] indicated that low beam car headlights reduced target contrasts and, thus, had a negative effect on target visibility. They noted that the effect of car headlights was highly dependent on the position of the car, target and road surface reflections, car headlights, the geometry of the lighting installations, a target location in relation to luminaires, and weather conditions [10]. However, drivers can rely on car headlight illumination to detect objects on the road even if road lighting is not available.

High electricity consumption and related costs of road lighting are the driving forces for new and efficient road lighting technology to tackle energy, cost, and safety challenges. Thus, a transition to intelligent road lighting systems is expected in the near future. Such technology dims light based on real time conditions to comply with the demand. A question that needs to be addressed, however, is what intensity level of road lighting provides the best visibility. Bacelar [5] studied the influence of dimming the road lighting on visibility. He assessed the target visibility under different road lighting illuminations (100, 75, 50 and 25% of luminous flux with an average illuminance of 31.5, 23.6, 15.7 and 8.7 lx or average luminance of 2.45, 2.24, 1.53, and 0.73 cd/m², respectively). The targets were placed in 10 different positions, and the observers stood facing away from the targets under different road lighting conditions. After turning around, they had to grade the visibility of the targets. The results indicated that dimming up to 50% did not have a significant influence on visibility. He also noted that the position of the targets on the road had more impact on visibility than the dimming. However, he did not consider the effect of car headlights.

Car headlights should not be switched off due to safety factors, whereas road lighting can be dimmed up to the level where drivers’ visual performance is not compromised due to the combined effect of car headlights and road lighting. To date, very little research has been done on the combined effect of road lighting and car headlights on drivers’ visual performance. A study by Bozorg Chenani et al. [7] on the combined effect of dimmed road lighting and car headlights indicated that reducing road lighting intensity is feasible in the presence of car headlights with and without the effect of glare from an oncoming car. However, the effect of dimming of the road lighting was not monotonic. Also, the study was conducted in a stationary car. In addition, previous studies indicated that car headlights are sufficient for safe driving with the speed of up to 50 km/h [14, 20]. Thus, one can conclude that reducing road lighting in urban areas with low speeds might be workable. But there has not been any study on the combined effect of dimmed road lighting intensities and car headlights in a moving car.

The present study seeks to determine the combined effect of different road lighting intensities and car headlights on detection distances. The impact of glare from an oncoming car on detection distances was also investigated.

2 Material and Methods

These measurements are a follow-up measurement on the previous article by Bozorg Chenani et al. [7]. They performed a measurement in a stationary car in two scenarios with/without glare from an oncoming car. In the former measurement, the distance of the car was constant 80 m between the target and the car; and in the latter, the distance of the glare source to the measurement car was 70 m (the targets were 10 m behind the glare source). The target was placed on a grid of 15 positions between two poles. Visibility of the target and the effect of disability glare on the visibility were evaluated based on participants grade, and luminance measurement (to evaluate contrast and visibility level by Adrian model). Overall, 360 gradings were collected. The results indicate that reducing road lighting in the presence of car headlights is feasible.

These experiments were performed to determine the effect of different road lighting levels on target detection in dynamic driving conditions. The experiments were conducted on a two-lane straight road section in Otaranta, Finland. This place was selected because it had a quiet environment to perform the experiments and ability to dim the light by adjusting the supply voltage. The road section was approximately 300 m long and 6 m wide. The road had markings.
Procedure One standard target was vertically placed on the road surface in the middle of two poles, and in the centreline of the lane in the position that is shown in Fig. 1. This position was selected as a critical position in the lane. In this position, very little light from both luminaires shone directly on the face and back of the target, and preliminary measurements had indicated that this position had the least illumination and least visibility [7].

Participants Five drivers participated in the experiments: three males (2 of them 30 years old, with the heights of 175 cm and 189 cm, and one 50 years old, height 176 cm) and two females (one 30 years old, height 158 cm and one 50 years old, height 183 cm). The participants had valid driver’s licenses. Participants having visual impairment wore eyeglasses to satisfy the visual requirement for driving. Participants were instructed equally about the procedure of the experiment. The number of participants was low, because the measurements were conducted in one night. Also, in the previous study by Bozorg Chenani et al. [7] it was found that the perceived visibility of a target from a stationary car correlated well with measured contrast and the Adrian model. The visibility was, however, not a monotonic function of road lighting level [7]. In this study, the measurements of the previous study have been extended to a moving-car set-up. The number of participants was small, but the previous study indicated that the results were consistent and compatible with theoretical measures.

Before the experiment, participants were directed to the test cars and familiarised with the procedures. Also, to make the conditions similar for all scenarios, participants made a test drive before the experiment to learn the procedure and the position of the target. The measurement layout at the detection distance point is displayed in Fig. 1.

Test drivers drove at the speed of 30 km/h (inner city speed and the speed limit of the street), and they pressed a button immediately when they detected the target. Each driver had to detect one target in each round. Drivers were changed in each round to avoid order effect. Three lighting intensities were used in the order of 100, 49, and 71%. For each lighting level, the measurements were performed in two parts: 1) in the first part of the experiment, the drivers had to detect the target in no glare condition (low beam car headlights) and 2) then in the same road lighting level, the drivers had to detect the target in a glare condition (low beam car headlights and glare from the oncoming car). This was repeated for each lighting level so that each driver had to detect the target six times. Altogether 30 distance detections were measured.

Distance detection was performed using a Nikon D700 camera with a wired remote control and a measuring tape mounted on the road surface. ISO speed 200 and the aperture f/5.6 were used. Camera movement was avoided by using a flash with a short exposure time (1/3200 s) and its shutter lag was 40 milliseconds.

The camera was pointed towards the measuring tape, which was placed on the road surface. The camera was located outside of the car, approximately at the same distance from the target as the driver’s head. Drivers pressed the remote switch button when he/she observed the target on the road surface. When the button was pressed, the camera took a picture of the measuring tape, which displayed the distance to the target. The accuracy of the distance measurement method was estimated to be approximately ±10 cm. Possible sources of inaccuracy could be the camera orientation related to driver and the possible noise in the camera remote control delay.

Driver’s reaction time may vary depending on the situation (alerted or surprise situation). Wortman and Mathias [22] found 0.9 and 1.3 s perception-reaction time for alerted and surprised situations, respectively. Reaction time was not considered because under all scenarios it was assumed to be similar for each participant.

Otaranta road geometry was measured with a Faro Focus 3D terrestrial laser scanner. The distance measurement accuracy was ±2 mm at a distance of 25 m. The road was measured...
from four separate scanning positions. The objective of the measurements was to obtain a comprehensive description of the road geometry. Figure 2 depicts the profile view of the TLS measurement on the Otaranta road.

The luminaires were installed on one side of the road. The spacing between poles was 32 m with the mounting height of 10 m. Each luminaire had one 100 W High-Pressure Sodium (HPS) light source. Characteristics of the luminaires and information about the dimming of the luminaires are listed in Table 1.

The luminous flux of the light source could be adjusted in order to dim the lighting. To examine the effects of dimming the experiments were performed with 100, 71, and 49% light source intensities, which were equal to 230, 210 and 190 V supply voltage, 7252 lm, and 5179 lm, and 3557 lm, respectively.

Table 2 displays the horizontal illumination of the road surface at target locations under different road lighting intensities:

**Cars** The cars used in the experiments were Volkswagen Golf (model 1990) and Volkswagen Polo (model 1999). Both cars had Halogen headlights, Volkswagen Polo had H7 lamps, 50 W and 1500 lm, and Volkswagen Golf had H4 lamps 55 W and 1000 lm. Volkswagen Polo was used as the main car, and Volkswagen Golf was used as a stationary car to produce glare. The target was located 10 m behind the glare source. During the experiments, there was no traffic, which reduced the complexity and workload of driving compared to real conditions. Road lighting in Otaranta could be classified as class M5 according to the classification system in CIE 115:2010 [9]. Regulations of car headlights (i.e., luminous intensity, light distribution, and location of the headlight) are based on the Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) [6].

**Target** One standard 20 cm × 20 cm uniform flat square vertical target with a reflection factor of 0.50 was used. The target corresponded to Small Target Visibility (STV), which is difficult to observe on a road surface [10, 17].

It was not possible to completely rule out the possibility that drivers used some triggers to help them locate the target. In order to keep the lighting conditions unchanged, the target location had to be fixed and could not be randomised. However, because of the vertical curvature of the street, the drivers were not able to fix their eyes on the location before the target emerged in the visual field. Also, the aim of the study was not to find the absolute detection distances but to compare the effects of road lighting levels on detection distances.

A target can be detected by colour or luminance contrast. In night time driving colour vision is poor and detection is mainly by the difference in luminance between target against its background. Contrast can be either positive or negative. The former refers to the brighter target against a darker background, and the later refers to darker target on a brighter background.

The Weber contrast formula (1) is normally used to measure the contrast of a target against its background [18]:

$$ C = \frac{L_t - L_b}{L_b} $$

In the equations, $L_t$ and $L_b$ are the luminance of target and background as shown in Fig. 1. The contrast would be negative when $L_b > L_t$ (ranges from -1 to 0) and positive when $L_t > L_b$ (ranges from 0 to infinity). A contrast of equal absolute value with either positive or negative sign do not yield equal
visual performance. A dark target on a light background (negative contrast) is detected sooner and with more distinguishable detail than a light target on a dark background (positive contrast) with the same absolute value of minimum luminance difference \[12\]. Therefore, it is complex to estimate driver performance. To solve this, a redefined contrast formula (Eqs. 2 and 3) is introduced in which contrast is equal to an absolute value of the difference between target and background luminance divided by the larger of the two luminances. This alternative definition of contrast provides absolute contrast value, and it indicates equal visual performance for both positive and negative contrasts \[10\]. This formula is used when there is no glare \[18\]:

\[
C = \frac{|L_t - L_b|}{\max(L_b, L_t)}
\]

(2)

The contrast of objects is reduced in the presence of glare due to the extra light. The effect of extra light in the visual field that causes a decrease in visibility is called veiling luminance. If the veiling luminance, equivalent luminance of stray light in the eye, is added to both background and target luminance. Therefore, the amount of contrast when the driver is affected by glare can be calculated by Eq. (3):

\[
C = \frac{[(L_t + L_v) - (L_b + L_v)]}{(L_b + L_v)} = \frac{L_t - L_b}{L_b + L_v}
\]

(3)

The amount of veiling luminance depends on the illumination of glare source, the age of the observer, and angle of the glare source \[1, 15\] as shown in Eq. (4):

\[
L_v = \frac{k \times E_{\text{glare}}}{\theta^n}
\]

(4)

Where

\[
k = 9.05 \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{\text{Age}}{66.4} \right)^4 \right]
\]

\[
n = \begin{cases} 
2.3 - 0.7 \log \theta, & 0.2^\circ < \theta < 2^\circ \\
2, & \theta > 2^\circ 
\end{cases}
\]

In the equations, \(L_v\) is veiling luminance, \(E_{\text{glare}}\) refers to the illumination of glare source to the eye in lux, \(\theta\) is the angle of the glare source, angle between the line of sight and the centre of the glare source, in degrees. It is for the fixation line of \(1^\circ < \theta < 30^\circ\) from the line of sight of the drivers and the \(k\) is the age-dependent factor, and age is the age of observer in years. The contrast of the targets was calculated based on the conditions at the moment of target detection using measured target and background luminance.

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures was used for statistical tests because the same drivers participated in all experiments. Three tests were used: the first one is a two-way ANOVA method and it tested the effect of different road lighting intensities (with three levels: 100, 71, and 49%) and car headlights (glare/no glare). The second one tested the effect of different road lighting in no glare scenario. Finally, the effect of different road lighting in the presence of glare from an oncoming car was tested.

### 3 Results

The mean detection distance under different road lighting intensities is shown in Fig. 3. It indicates that results are consistent, and there seem to be no major interaction effects. The target was detected from longer distances when there was no glare from the oncoming car. The distances were slightly shorter when headlights from the oncoming car affected the driver.

It is difficult to get accurate target contrast data during driving because the contrast is changing all the time for the driver. However, the provided data in Table 3 gives a rough estimate of the contrast at the detection locations. The contrast was found based on Eqs. 2 or 3 and the sign in parentheses indicates positive or negative contrast. The results indicate that target was seen in either positive or negative contrast under 100%, while under 71% of road lighting drivers saw the target in positive contrast (less distance from target) and negative contrast under 49% of road lighting intensity. In addition, under glare from an oncoming car, the contrast was always negative due to the extra light from an oncoming car.

The current study focuses on the intermediate and far zones (introduced by [6]) and explained in the introduction) where the combined effect of road lighting and car headlights is effective (40 m and beyond).

As it can be seen from Fig. 4, reducing road lighting intensity reduces the combined vertical illumination on the target. The reduction is noticeably greater when reducing from 100 to 49% than when reducing from 100 to 71%. Unlit (off road lighting) condition could not be done on the same road due to safety aspects. However, vertical illumination in off situation was measured on another road with the same pavement characteristics. The vertical illumination measurements indicate
similar results with previous studies by Boyce [6] and Bacelar [4]. As Fig. 4 indicates, the effect of car headlights drops distinctly at the distance of 60 m and beyond, which is known as the far zone.

Although vertical illumination indicates the effect of road lighting and car headlights on the target, it does not determine how visible the target is. Other important factors are distance, size of the target, contrast of the target against its background and luminous uniformity of the background. Figure 5 presents the negative and positive contrast provided by combined effect of different road lighting intensities and car headlights at different distances. Lower road lighting intensities provide better contrast than the full road lighting up to the distance of 70 m because at lower road lighting intensities the effect of car headlights will be increased. From the distance of 70 m to 100 m, the effect of different road lighting intensities on the contrast tends to be similar. This is because the effect of car headlights was reduced gradually and the luminance of the target and background was comparable. From 110 m above different road lighting intensities provide negative contrast. In that a negligible amount of light reaches the target from car headlights, thus the presence of road lighting increases negative contrast and contrast generated by different road lighting intensities diverges. Full road lightings provide the slightly better absolute value of contrast than lower road lighting intensities. The contrast was levelled out from 120 m for 49%, and 150 m for 100 and 71% road lighting intensities, because at long distances car headlights had no significant effect and higher road lighting provide better negative contrast.

Statistical analyses were conducted to test the significance of the differences in detection distance under different road lighting intensities and glare/no glare headlights. The significance level was 0.05. First, a two-way ANOVA with repeated measures test was analysed to find out the effect of the road lighting intensities and the glare on the detection distances. Independent variables were the presence or absence of glare and the road lighting levels (100, 71, and 49%). The dependent variable was detection distance. The null hypotheses in this test were:

Hypothesis 1 (null): there was no difference in the detection distances under different road lighting intensities.

Hypothesis 2 (null): there was no difference in the detection distances in presence or absence of glare from oncoming car headlights.

Hypothesis 3 (null): there was no interaction between different road lighting intensities and presence or absence of glare.

The results indicated that there was a significant difference in the detection distances under different road lighting intensities ($F(2,16) = 6.49, p = 0.009, \eta^2_p = 0.45$). There was no significant difference between detection distance in the presence or absence of glare of oncoming car headlights ($F(1,8) = 3.58, p = 0.095, \eta^2_p = 0.31$). However, the interaction of car headlights (glare vs. no glare) and road lightings was significant ($F(2,16) = 3.705, P = 0.048, \eta^2_p = 0.317$).

Having a significant effect of the road lighting and significant interactions, a further analysis was made to test the effects of the road lighting in presence or absence of glare. Based on Fig. 3, under full and medium road lighting intensities, there seems to be the only small difference in the mean detection distance due to the presence or absence of glare. A noticeable difference can be observed under the lowest road lighting intensity. There is, therefore, a need for an extra test.
The purpose of this study was to determine the combined effect of car headlights and different road lighting intensities on detection distances of a standard target while driving on a straight road in presence or absence of glare from an oncoming car. The significance of differences was determined by ANOVA. The results indicated that the effect of lighting levels on detection distances in no glare scenario was significant. The significant main effect was between 49 and 71% of road lighting intensities. Under glare, detection distances were highest at 100% lighting intensity, but the difference was not statistically significant. Targets were detected at shorter distances in the presence of glare compared to the no glare scenarios, but different road lighting intensities did not have a significant effect on the detection distance whenever the glare was present.

4 Discussion

Until recently, not many studies have been conducted about the interaction between road lighting and car headlights, despite the high potential to reduce energy consumption by dimming road lighting. The functions of road lighting and car headlights are complementary, but a combination of them may not be effective under all conditions. In addition, no research has been found about the influence of different road lighting intensities on the detection distances of targets on the road.

Another important result to emerge from no glare experiments was that reducing road lighting intensity level to 49% (3557 lm) will result in detection distances comparable, if not better than, with full road lighting intensity (7252 lm). The results indicated that reducing road lighting intensity does not monotonically affect the detection distance. For example, 71% of the road lighting intensity (5179 lm) resulted in a shorter mean detection distance than 49%. However, the study was conducted under the same road characteristics and only one-
speed limit. Additional measurements are needed to assess the current outcome in varying speed limits and road characteristics.

This study on the combined effect of dimmed road lighting intensities and car headlights in a moving car correlates well with the study using a stationary car [7]. Both studies indicate that road lighting can be dimmed when car headlights are used. Glare from the oncoming car reduced the visual performance of drivers, but in this study, the effect of glare from an oncoming car under different road lighting levels on detection distances was not statistically significant.

It can be seen that when driving from far distance, targets should be detected first in negative contrast and then at some point it will be merged with the background (road) and then appear in positive contrast. Additionally, full road lighting is more beneficial in detecting targets in negative contrast in the far zone while approaching the target reduces the effect of full road lighting. On the other hand, reducing road lighting, in this case by 49%, reduces the effect of road lighting in the far zone while increases the effect of car headlights in intermediate and near zones.

Assum et al. [3] indicated that some drivers increase their speeds in comparison with other drivers who drive more slowly after the installation of road lights and these counterbalanced driving speeds may increase accident risk.
Therefore, according to the results of the current study, drivers could be expected to reduce speed and increase concentration during low road lighting intensity. Also, lighting conditions enabling the target detection at longer distances can be assumed to improve safety, assuming that drivers do not increase speeds under better but dimmer lighting conditions. These safety effects require further study.

The research had some limitations: It was limited by its small sample size. However, the results obtained were consistent internally and with previous work. One reflection factor for the target, limited intensity levels from road lighting intensities (100, 71, and 49%), and one-speed limit caused some additional limitations. The road geometry had a slight vertical curve so that the detection distances may be slightly underestimated. This can be both a positive and a negative factor in the measurements. If the road was straight and uniform, the drivers’ eyes could have been fixed to the target position, and repeating the measurements would affect the detection distance. Now due to the curvature the drivers had to wait until they actually saw the target. On the other hand, drivers’ vision was affected by the height of drivers (ranged from 158 to 189 cm). The target became visible gradually according to the height of drivers. Because the same drivers were used to all scenarios, the height difference had the same effect in all lighting conditions. Although different heights may have had an effect on the target detection distance, the changes in detection distances due to changes in lighting levels within each driver were consistent. The observed detection distances may be shorter than on a level roadway, but the results about the effects of lighting conditions are consistent.

5 Conclusion

Numerous reasons highlight the importance of the transition from standard static road lighting practices to intelligent road lighting ones, such as the cost and environmental impacts of light. This study indicates that current road lighting practices are over-lighting and there are potentials to reduce road lighting levels in the presence of car headlights. Since the correlation between road lighting and car headlights is not complementary in making contrast, reducing road lighting to certain level increases the effect of car headlights.
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